Direct detection of genomic DNA by surface plasmon resonance imaging: an optimized approach.
The direct detection of specific sequences in genomic DNA samples is very challenging in the biosensor-based approach. In this work we developed an optimized strategy for the direct detection of DNA sequences in human genomic samples by a surface plasmon resonance imaging technology. As model study, the target analyte was identified in a DNA sequence mapping the human ABCB1 gene. The computed-assisted approach was here applied for probe design. After a preliminary evaluation of the probe functioning by the complementary synthetic target, the system was applied to the direct detection of the target sequence in human genomic DNA extracted from lymphocytes. To achieve this result, several steps aimed to improve the analytical performances of the biosensor were studied and optimized. The immobilization chemistry, based on thiolated probes, was adapted here to non-amplified sequence detection. DNA sample pre-treatments, i.e. genomic fragmentation by ultrasounds and dsDNA denaturation by thermal treatment were also investigated. A sandwich-like strategy, by using a secondary probe, was also applied to understand and confirm the selectivity of the developed biosensor in detecting ABCB1 gene in genomic samples. Finally, a reliable calibration curve of ABCB1 was obtained with an experimental detection limit of 140 aM. Furthermore, the biosensor was well regenerable, assuring up to thirty cycles of effective measurements.